Phi Delta Phi
(Law Fraternity)
Founded at University of Michigan, 1867

Foster Chapter
Established January 23, 1900
Colors, Garnet and Blue.  Total Membership, 4,816

CHAPTER ROLL

Resident Alumni

LAWRENCE VAN BUNKER
CLAUDE GUTHRIE MALOTT

Seniors

HERBERT VALOIN BARDUE
CHARLES MARLON NIEMER
CORNELIUS MARCHAN VEYNG SMITH
DANIEL AUGUSTUS WASMUTH
BLANCHARD JACKSON HOBBS
WALTER ANTHONY BOSS
GEORGE DANIEL HEILMAN
MARIUS L. KENTH
DAVID MCKINNEY HAMMAT
ROY OAKLEY PIKE
FRANK WAYNE RAY
OLIVER CRESSWELL BLACK

Juniors

MARC RYAN
WALTER SHIRTS
CHARLES LEWIS BURDEWWOLF
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN LOLL
WICKLEFFE PARK RAY

64